mid-twentieth-century America. From its earliest days the DOB was mind ful of multiple forms of oppression, and while it may have grown out of the shared misery of homophobia, the group also recognized that racism and sexism were powerful determinants of members' experiences. This conscious ness led to some positive developments (e.g., membership was mixed from the group's inception; women of colour occupied prominent leadership roles), but it also may have contributed to the DOB's dissolution as bitter disagreements arose over fundamental principles such as assimilation vs. radicalism, gay liberation vs. women's liberation, and sexual orientation vs. race and/or class issues. These are familiar tensions for today's activists, and if nothing else, Different Daughters should serve as a cautionary tale about the political costs of internal squabbling.
Different Daughters was based on Gallo's PhD dissertation, and it manages to be both scholarly and accessible. Extensive oral history interviews provide excellent primary-source material; the death of at least two key members of the DOB (Barbara Gittings and Del Martin) in recent years makes these face-to-face sessions all the more valuable. The sixteen pages of glossy photos and newsletter excerpts, as well as Gallo's meticulously cited research in such repositories as the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Historical Society (San Francisco), Lesbian Herstory Archives (New York) and ONE Institute and Archives (Los Angeles), serve to underscore the important role that archival records play in the creation of cultural memory and identity. Without The Ladder, the DOB would have had a much smaller influence and probably would not have lasted as long as it did; in many ways, print was the ideal medium for the mid-twentieth-century lesbian community as it allowed people to participate as passively or as actively as their comfort levels dictated. Gallo has been careful here to preserve the pseudonyms of certain contributors, and in her prologue she makes the sobering point that many of the people who once fought so hard to come out have found themselves re-closeted in old age, dependent on caretakers or nursing home staff who presume them to be heterosexual.
Different Daughters is an important contribution to the still-young field of queer history and archives, which has tended to privilege the experi ence of gay men over that of lesbians. After years of being either ignored or cast as the "ladies auxiliary" (p. xxi) of such male-dominated groups as the Mattachine Society, Gallo has finally given the quietly revolutionary Daughters of Bilitis their due.
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